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This paper presents results showing that the error involved in using the double
saddlepoint distribution function approximations of Skovgaard (1987, J. Appl.
Probab. 24 875887) are uniformly bounded. Particular attention is paid to dis-
tributions of sufficient statistics arising from generalized linear models. This work
is intended in part to validate the use of the Markov Chain Monte Carlo by
Kolassa and Tanner (1994, J. Amer. Statist. Assoc. 89 697702) using these condi-
tional distribution function approximations.  1998 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Many authors have used saddlepoint approximations as an aid in condi-
tional inference; among these are Bedrick and Hill (1992), Davison (1988),
Kolassa and Tanner (1994), and Kolassa (1997). This paper presents
results showing that the error involved in using double saddlepoint condi-
tional distribution function approximations of Skovgaard (1987) for ran-
dom vectors T=(T 1, ..., Td) with a moment generating function
M({)=E[exp({T)] \{ # T (1)
are uniformly bounded. Define the cumulative generating function K({)=
log(M({)) on T+=[{ | R({) # T, M({)  (&, 0]]. The double saddle-
point approximation is given by
F-(t1 | t&1)=8(- n w^1)+
,(- n w^1)
- n _
1
w^1
&
1
z$ 1& , (2)
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where the multivariate saddlepoint {^ solves K j ({^)=t j for all j # [1, ..., d],
and the reduced multivariate saddlepoint {~ solves K j ({~ )=t j for all
j # [2, ..., d], subject to {~ 1=0, \*2=|K"({^)||K"&1({~ ) | , z$ 1={^1\*, and
w^1=- 2[K({~ )&{~ t+{^t&K({^)]. (3)
Here a vector with the subscript &1 denotes the vector with the first entry
removed. Skovgaard (1987) also defines an analogue for T1 confined to a
lattice, which without loss of generality will be taken to have unit separation:
F(t1 | t&1)=8(- n w^1)+
,(- n w^1)
- n _
1
w^1
&
1
2 sinh({^1 2)\*& , (4)
where in this case {^ is calculated with t1 corrected for continuity. Jing and
Robinson (1994) present related expansions.
This paper presents proofs that the use of F- and F produces errors that
are uniformly of the orders expected. The primary condition for these results
is that of Daniels (1954)that there exist bounds for moments of the stand-
ardized tilted distribution. That is, the condition
_’k such that E _(TT K"T ({^)&1 T)k2 exp({^T)M({^) &’k \{^ # Rd & T, (5)
for k4, will be assumed. Here & }& the usual Euclidean norm on Cd, super-
scripts applied to a function from Cd into C denote the derivative of that
function with respect to the indicated components of the argument, and
K({)=log(M({)), where this function is defined.
Three other conditions will be necessary. The first is a condition on the
tails of the inversion integral:
\=>0 _0(=)<1 such that J({)T K"(R({)) J({)=
implies |M({)M(R({))|<0(=). (6)
Without loss of generality 0(=) can be constructed so that it is non-increasing
and 0(=)exp(&12=). The second condition is a bound on the integral of
the cumulant generating function:
_r such that for all {^ # Rd & T, |K"({^)| 12
_|
{^1+i
{^1&i
} } } |
{^d+i
{^d&i
|M({)| r d{|1<. (7)
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The third condition insures that the size of the neighborhood in which
steepest descent curves are defined does not shrink to zero in the
appropriate metric:
$0=inf[(#&{) K"({)(#&{)T | # # Tc, { # J]>0. (8)
Jensen (1991, 1995) proves uniformity for a different conditional
cumulative distribution function approximation, under log concavity con-
ditions on the underlying density. Jing and Robinson (1994) prove unifor-
mity on compact sets. Routledge and Tsao (1995) also consider the ques-
tion of uniformity for unconditional distribution function approximations.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains identities that will
be used to obtain exact expressions for conditional probabilities from M.
Section 3 contains lemmas necessary for manipulating moment generating
functions and the roots of saddlepoint equations. Section 4 presents unifor-
mity results for the cumulative distribution function approximation.
Section 5 presents results showing uniformity of this approximation applied
to arbitrary sets. Section 6 applies these results to regression models.
2. SOME IDENTITIES
This section presents integral identities allowing the recovery of density
and conditional distribution functions from moment generating functions.
These identities may be found in Kolassa (1997). The key identity, which
will be used to develop careful bounds on the error term in (2), is
fn(t&1)(F -n(t
1 | t&1)&Fn(t1 | t&1))
=,(- nw^1) 4Cn \|
{^1+i
{^1&i
} } } |
{^d+i
{^d&i _
M({) exp(&{t)
M({^) exp(&{^t)&
n d{
{1
&|
{^1+i
{$ 1&i
} } } |
{$ d+i
{$ d&i _
M(0, {&1) exp(12(\*{1&w^1)2&{&1 t&1)
M({^) exp(&{^t) &
n
_{ 1{1 +
1
{^1
&
\*
w^1 = d{+ , (9)
where 4=(n(2?))(d&1)2 [M({~ ) exp(&{~ t)]n is the saddlepoint approxima-
tion to the density of the conditioning distribution, {$ =(w^1\*, {~ &1), and
Cn=(- n[- 2? i])d.
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A derivation of (9) begins by expressing the density of the mean of n
independent and identically distributed copies of T, evaluated at t, as
fn(t)=\ n2?i+
d
|
+i
&i
} } } |
+i
&i
M({)n exp(&n{t) d{. (10)
Integrating with respect to t1,
fn(t&1)(1&Fn(t1 | t&1))
=
nd&1
(2?i)d |
{^1+i
{^1&i
} } } |
{^d+i
{^d&i
{&11 M({)
n exp(&n{t) d{. (11)
Here and below a vector with a negative subscript refers to that vector
with that component deleted, and a square matrix with a negative subscript
refers to that matrix with the corresponding row and column deleted. To
remove the pole at {1=0, subtract an integrand with a pole of the same
size at zero, whose integral can be calculated exactly. Use the identities
,(- n w^1)
- n
=|
c+i
c&i
exp(n2(w21&2w^1w1))
2?i
dw1 ,
(12)
1&8(- n w^1)=|
c+i
c&i
exp(n2(w21&2w^1w1))
2?i
dw1
w1
and (10) applied to the random vector T&1 with moment generating func-
tion M(0, {), to observe (9).
To approximate probabilities of more complicated sets again use (12)
and (10):
fn(t&1) \|w^1(A) ,(u) du&P[T
1 # A | t&1]+
=\ n2?i+
d
\|A |
{^1+i
{^1&i
} } } |
{^d+i
{^d&i
[M({) exp(&{t)]n d{ dt1
&|
w^1(A)
|
{~ 2+i
{~ 2&i
} } } |
{~ d+i
{~ d&i
|
w^1+iw
w^1&i _M(0, {&1)
_exp \12 (w21&2uw1)&{&1 t&1+&
n
d{&1 dw1 du+ . (13)
Here and below, partition the matrix K"({) as ( AB
BT
C ) , where A has one
row and one column. When necessary, matrices with a hat or tilde accent
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will denote the partition of the second derivative matrix at {^ and {~ , respec-
tively. Note that one might substitute {&1+C
&1 B {1 for {&1 in the second
integral in (9) and (13). This reparameterization will prove necessary when
bounding the integral of the difference between the two integrands in (9)
and (13).
3. SOME LEMMAS
This section is devoted to showing that over a region of Cd, the
cumulant generating function may be defined, and a quadratic repara-
meterization of the exponentiated part of the saddlepoint integral may be
used. Care is needed to show that this region does not become arbitrarily
small in the metric defined by the second derivative matrix of the cumulant
generating function.
The first lemma presents bounds on certain quantities related to con-
struction of the reparameterization. The second lemma constructs the
reparameterization in a notationally simple case. The third lemma shows
under the moment condition that for complex vectors whose imaginary
parts are not too large, (i) the cumulant generating function can be defined,
(ii) the standardized cumulant generating function derivatives are bounded,
and (iii) the reparameterization can be constructed generally. The fourth
lemma presents calculations of derivatives of quantities used in (2) and (4).
These third and fourth lemmas are of interest independent of their con-
tribution to later theorems, in that they involve quantities and functions of
wide utility for saddlepoint approximation. The fifth, sixth, and seventh
lemmas bound related quantities needed for the uniformity proofs. The
eighth lemma shows that condition (7) implies a similar condition for
marginal distributions associated with T. Here and in what follows, quan-
tities containing factors with the same index used as a subscript and as a
superscript are understood to be summed over that index.
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that
(a) L: W  C for W/Cd is an analytic function, such that L(W & Rd)
/R, and o is in the interior of W.
(b) L"({) is positive definite for { # W & Rd.
(c) L jkl({) Lpj (R({)) Lqk(R({)) Lrl (R({)) L pqr ({) | <v3 \{ # W.
Then:
1. Condition (c) holds also for subarrays of multivariate derivatives
of L.
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2. For # # Cd, for M a real positive definite matrix, and for $>0,
define B(#, $, M)=[{ # Cd | ({j&#j) M jk ({j&#j)<$]. For $<1(9v3), let
h($)=sup {} #jL
jk ({) #k
#j L jk(o) #k
&1 } } #, { # B(o, $, L"(o)), # # Rd, { # W= .
Then h($)- $v318- 12.
Proof. Conclusion 1 follows by assuming without loss of generality
that the marginal distribution of the last s entries of T is desired, and by
expressing
L"({)&1=\DET
E
F+=\
D
ET
E
ET D&1 E++\
o
oT
o
F&ET D&1 E+
where all but the last s entries of { are zero, and F is s_s. Then the inverse
of the submatrix of interest from L" is F&ET D&1 E. Result 1 follows by
noting that the difference between L"({)&1 and the last matrix in the above
decomposition of L"({)&1 is positive definite.
For { # B(o, $, L"(o)) & W, there exists {* a linear combination of o and
{ such that
#j L jk({) #k=#j L jk(o) #k+ 13#j L
jkl({*) #k{l .
Since
|(#j L jk({) #k)(#j L jk(o) #k)&1|= 13 |#j L
kl({*) #k {l (#j L jk(o) #k)|
 13 - v3(# j L jk({*) #k)2 ({ j L jk({*) {k)(# j L jk(o) #k)2,
then
h($) 13 - v3 - $ (1+h($))32, h2 ($)(1+h($))3 19 v3 $.
Since (i) g(x)=x(1+x32) is an increasing function for x1, (ii) g(1)= 12 ,
(iii) 19v3 $<1, and (iv) [ g
&1 ( y)]$ is increasing, the result follows. K
Lemma 3.2. For a function L satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3.1,
for { such that &{&2c3=min(- $1 2, 1(32 - v3 )), with $1=sup[$ |
B(o, $, L"(o))/W], with &u&2=uj uk L jk (o), and for an integer s<d:
1. There exist solutions %({, s) to
L j (%({, s))=L j (o) \j>s, %j ({, s)={j \js (14)
and &({1 , ..., {s , 0, ..., 0)&2 &%({, s)&2 # ( 78 , 1).
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2. Define %$({, s) to be %({1 , ..., {s). If L"(%({, s)) is partitioned
as ( AB
BT
C ), then %$({, s)=(
I
&C&1B
o
o), and %$({, s)
T L"(%({, s)) %$({, s)=
( A&B
T C&1B
o
o
o).
3. The function L*({1 , , ..., {s)=L(%({, s)) satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 3.1.
4. There exists a parameterization u({) such that each component of u
is an analytic function of {, such that us is a function of only {1 , ..., {d for
each sd, and such that dj u
2
j =L({).
Proof. To prove Result 1, assume without loss of generality that
L"(o)=I. Define g: T  Cd such that gj (%)={j for js, and gj (%)=
%j&$jk(Lk (%)&Lk (o)) for j>s. Consider the series generated by %(k)
where %(0)=({1 , ..., {s , 0, ..., 0) and %(k)=g(%(k&1)). It will be demonstrated
that this series is a Cauchy series, and hence convergent, and that the limit
satisfies (14).
Take % such that &%&<c3 . Note that glj(%)=$
l
j&$jkL
kl(%)=$jkLklm(%*) %m
for some %* between o and %. Hence if &u&*=- uj L jk(R(%*)) uk , and if *
and v are vectors, then
|vm $mj glj (%) #l |- v3 &%&* &#&* &v&*.
Also, by Lemma 3.1, Part 2, & }&*- 65 & }&, and |vm $mj glj (%) #l |
- (216125)v3 &%& &#& &v&. Hence &g$&2 - v3 &%& 18. At each stage
&%(k)&%(k&1)&&%(0)& ( 18)
k, and hence &%(k)&&%(0)& kj=0 (
1
8)
j=&%(0)&
(1&( 18)
k) 87&%(0)& 87. Hence %(k) # T, and the Cauchy sequence has a
limit %() solving (14), with &%()& 87 &{&.
Conclusion 2 follows from noting that
\ IB
o
C+ %$=\
I
o
o
o+ , %$=\
I
&C&1B
o
C&1+\
I
o
o
o+ .
Conclusion 3 follows by applying the chain rule to L*, and noting that
terms involving higher-order derivatives of % in higher-order derivatives of
L* vanish. The result holds if L"(%({, s))&%$({, s)T L*"({1 , ..., {s)_%$({, s)
is positive definite; using Result 2, this difference is the matrix
( ooT
o
F&ED&1ET) from Lemma 3.1. Conclusion 4 follows by letting
us={s - 2[L(%(o, s))&L(%(o, s&1))]{2s ,
as long as the quantity under the radical remains in a ball about 1 exclud-
ing 0. Using Taylor’s theorem twice, 2[L({)&L(%({, d ))]=L*ss(%(o, s)) {2s .
Since L*"(o)=I, and by Results 1 and 2 of Lemma 3.1 and Result 3
of Lemma 3.2, |L*ss(%(o, s))1&1| 16 , and the square root may be
defined. K
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Lemma 3.3. Assume the moment condition (5), for k4. For =>0,
define
G= [{ # Cd | J({) K"(R({)) J({)T=2, R({) # T].
1. For { # Gc1 the cumulant generating function K({)=log(M({)) is
defined, for c1=1(2’1).
2. For k4, and lists of components j } } } l of length k, there exist
quantities vk>1 such that
Kjk(R({)) } } } Klm(R({)) K s } } } t({) $ j $s } } } $
m$
v K
u } } } v({)vk , \{ # Gc1 ,
for any permutation ( j $, ..., m$) of ( j, ..., m). Here Kjk(R({)) represent
elements of the inverse matrix of K"(R({)).
3. For each {^ # T, B({^, min($0 , c21)3, K"({^))/Gc1 .
4. For &{&{^&2c2=min(1(4 - 3 ’1), - $0 (2 - 3), 1(32 - v3 )),
one may define a new analytic coordinate w satisfying
1
2
:
s
j=1
w^2j =K(%(o, {^, s))&(%(o, {^, s)&{^) t&K({^)
(15)
1
2
:
s
j=1
(wj&w^j)2=K(%({, {^, s))&(%({, {^, s)&{^) t&K({^).
Proof. The function M introduced above can be defined for any
{ # W/Cd. Since M({)&M(R({))=M$({*)J({), for some {* between
R({) and {, and since
&M$({*)T K"(R({)) M$({*)M(R({))2&’21 ,
then if { # Gc1 , one finds that R(M({))>
1
2M(R({))>0; hence K({)=
log(M({)) is defined, and Conclusion 1 holds. Conclusion 2 follows from
observing that K j } } } l({) can be expressed as sums of products of factors of
form M j } } } l({)M({), that |M({)|> 12 |M(R({))| for { # Gc1 , and that
|M j } } } l({)||M j } } } l(R({))|. To demonstrate Conclusion 3, use Conclusion
1 to construct
L(#)=K({^+#)&({^+#) t, (16)
at least for #=R(*) for * # B(o, $0 , L"(o)). By Lemma 3.1, Part 2, * #
B(o, min($0 , c21)3, L"(o)) implies * # B(o, min($0 , c
2
1), L"(R(*))/Gc1 .
Result 4 follows by applying Result 4 of Lemma 3.2 to L of (16); let
W=Gc1 . Result 3 shows that $1min(c
2
1 , $0)3. Set %({, {^, s)={^+%({, s)
and u(#)=w(#)&w^. K
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This definition of w^1 coincides with (3).
Lemma 3.4. Let \^2=A &B T C &1 B . Then
1. dw^1dt1={^1 w^1 , d{^1 dt1=\^&2, d\^dt1 12d - v3 , and |d log(\*)
dt1|- v3 \^.
2. w^21( \^{^1)
2(1+ 12 v3 \^{^1), and w^1z^11+
1
2d - v3 w^1
3. Finally, if z$ 1={^1 \*, z$ 1 w^1exp( 18 [(d(d+v3)+$) w^
2
1+- v3 $])
for any $>0.
Proof. From (3), dw^21 dt
1=2{^K"({^)(d{^dt1)T, and since (d{^dt1)
K"({^)=(1, o), then dw^21 dt
1=2{^1 . Differentiating K j({^)=K j({~ ) for j>2
shows that d{^d{^1=(1, &BT C&1). Also d log(\*)dt1=&12 Kij ({^) K
ijk({^)
d{^kdt1, and |d log(\*)dt1|- v3 \^, via Schwarz’s inequality. The result
for \^ holds similarly. Result 2 follows by noting that for {^1<0, &z^1w^1
w^1(1z^1+ 12 d - v3 ), and z^1 is bounded below by a function satisfying the
above differential equation in w^1 if equality is required. Then
w^1(2[&log(1& 12 d - v3 z^1)& 12d - v3 z^1])12
 12d - v3 z^1(1& 12d - v3 z^1)&12.
Result 3 holds by noting that |z$ 1t1|z$ 1(1z^1+ 12 - v3 )\^, and
| log(z$ 1 w^1)w^1 ||[w^1 z^1]2&1|w^1+ 12 - v3 [w^1 z^1]
 12 - v3 + 14 d(d+v3) w^1 .
Integrating, log(z$ 1 w^1) 12 - v3 w^1+ 18 d(d+v3) w^21 18 [(d(d+v3)+$)w^21+
- v3 $]. K
Lemma 3.5. Under condition (5), for k3:
1. If |{^1 |\~ c2 , then ({~ &{^) K"({-)({~ &{^)T<3\~ 2 {^21 2, for {
- between
{~ and {^.
2. |{^1 |\~ c2 implies that |\~ \*&1| is bounded by 4 - 6v3\~ {^1 . The
same bounds hold for the inverse of this fraction.
3. |{^1 |\~ c2 implies |w^21 ({^1\*)
2&1| \^24 - v3 \* |{^1 |.
4. For { # Gc2 , R((w&w^)
T (w&w^)) 78 ({& {^) K"({^)({&{^)
T.
Proof. Result 2 of Lemma 3.3 implies the conditions of Lemma 3.1 for
the function L defined by (16). Result 3 of Lemma 3.2 implies these condi-
tions for the function L* defined in that lemma, for s=1. Conclusion 1
follows from Result 2 of Lemma 3.1.
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Conclusion 2 follows since |log( |K"({^)||K"({~ ) | )|=|Kij ({-) Kijk({-)
({-k&{~ k)|, for some {
- between {^ and {~ . By Result 1, |log( |K"({^)|
|K"({~ ) | )|- 32 \~ {^1- 38.
Conclusion 3 follows by applying Lemma 3.1 to L* as above. Then
|(w^1[\~ {^1])2&1||{^1 | \~ - v3 18. As in Part 2, |\~ 2\*2&1|8 - 6v3 \~ |{^1 |.
Then
} (w^1)
2
[\*{^1]2
&1 } } \~
2
\*2
&1 }+ } w^
2
1
\~ 2{^21
&1 }
+ } \~
2
\*2
&1 } } w^
2
1
\~ 2{^21
&1 }24 - v3 \* |{^1 |.
Conclusion 4 follows since (w&w^)T (w&w^)=({&{^) K"({*)({&{^)T for
some {* between {^ and {; from Lemma 3.1, for { # Gc2 , R((w&w^)
T (w&w^))
({&{^) K"({^)({&{^)T (1&3 - v3 (65) c2) 78({&{^) K"({^)({&{^)T. K
Lemma 3.6. If {^1<c2\^, if R({)={^, 2={^&{$ , and *&1={&1&2&1+
BT C&1({1&{^1), for any constant +, and G(t)=M({) exp(&{t)&M(0, *&1)_
exp(&*&1 t&1+
1
2(\*{1&\*21&w^1)
2) +, then |G(t)|[6’1\^ |{1 |+|1&+|+
|+| min(1, \* |{1 | )] M({^) exp(9c22 2&{^t).
Proof. The quantity G(t) can be bounded by
|M({) exp(&{t)&M(0, *&1) exp(*&1 t&1)|+|M(0, *&1) exp(*&1 t&1)|
_[ |1&+|+|+| |1&exp( 12 (\*{1&\*21&w^1)
2)|]. (17)
For some {- between (0, *&1) and {, the first term of (17) may be
expressed as
({&(0, *&1)) [M$({*)&tM({*)] exp(&{*t).
Since {&(0, *&1)={(
1
o
&BT C&1
o )+({^&{~ )(
0
o
BT C&1
I ), then R({&(0, *&1))
K"({~ ) R({&(0, *&1))T\~ 2 |{^1 | 2+({^&{~ ) K"({~ )({^&{~ )T, and is bounded
by 65 \~
2 |{1|+ 125 \~
2{^21
22
5 c
2
2 by Lemma 3.5, Part 1. Hence the first term of
(17) is bounded by
(2\~ |{1 |+2\~ |{^1 | ) ’1M(R({*)) exp(&R({*) t). (18)
Since R({*&{^) is between o and R(0, *&1)&{^, then for {* between {^
and {*,
- R({*&{^) K"({-) R({*&{^)T- 445\~ |{^1 |.
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The final factor in (18) is bounded by exp(3c222) M({^) exp(&{^t), and (18)
is bounded by
2\~ ’1(2 |{^1 |+|{1&{^1 | ) exp(3c22 2) M({^) exp(&{^t).
The first factor of the second term of (17) is bounded by 1. Since along
the path of integration {1&{^1 # iR, then
|1&exp( 12\*
2({1&{^1)2|min(1, \* |{1&{^1 | 2),
and \* |{1&{^1 |min(1, \*2 |{1&{^1 | 2). The second term of (17) is
bounded by
[ |1&+|+|+| min(1, \* |{1&{^1 | )] exp(3c22 2) M({^) exp(&{^t). K
Lemma 3.7. If +({1)n=[1({1&21)+1{^1&\*w^1] {1 and |{^1 | \~ <c2 ,
then
1. |1&+({1)|<786 - v3 \* |J({1)|n.
2. |1&+({1)n|48 - v3 \* |J({1)|.
Proof. Note that
|+| 2n=
\{^
2
1 w^
4
1+J({1)
4 \*2(w^1&{^1\*)2
+J({1)2 (w^41+{^
2
1 w^
2
1\*
2&2{^31 w^1\*
3+{^41 \*
4)+
{^21 w^
4
1+{^
2
1 w^
2
1 J({1)
2 \*2

{^21 w^
4
1+J({1)
2 (w^41+{^
2
1 w^
2
1\*
2&2{^31 w^1\*
3+{^41\*
4)
{^21 w^
4
1+{^
2
1 w^
2
1 J({1)
2 \*2
min(w^21 {^
&2
1 \*
&2+({^1&w^1\*)2 w^&21 , 1)
1
4
2.
Hence |+({1)|n 116 . Let g(x)=x
1n; hence g$(x)=x1n&1n and |1&+({1)|
16n&1 |1&+({1)n|.
|1&+({1)n|=
|{^1\*&w^1 | |J({1)|
|{^1w^1 | 
(w^1+{^1\*)2+J({1)2 \*2
(w^21+J({1)
2 \*2

|{^21\*
2&w^21 | |J({1)|
|{^1 w^21 |
= } w^
2
1
\*2 {^21
&1 }\*
2 |{^1 | |J({1)|
w^21
.
Using Lemma 3.5, Parts 2 and 3, |1&+({1)n|48 - v3 \* |J({1)|, and
|1&+({1)|<16_48 - v3 \*_J({1)n. K
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Lemma 3.8. Suppose that the integrability condition (7) holds. Then the
same condition holds for the cumulant generating function associated with
any marginal distribution obtained by integrating out one or more com-
ponents of the random vector.
Proof. Without loss of generality, one can take r # Z. Condition (7) suf-
fices to demonstrate the existence of a density fr, T (t) for a r-fold convolu-
tion of the distribution of T standardized by the variance matrix K"({^); its
moment generating function is M({)r, with the argument transformed.
Applying the HausdorffYoung inequality (Rudin, 1974, p. 277) to
[M({)r |K"({^)| &12](r+1)r,
|

&
} } } |

&
| fr, T (t) exp(r[{^t&K({^)])| q dt|2<,
for q=((r+1)r)(1r)=r+1. Since q>1, Jensen’s inequality demonstrates
that
|

&
} } } |

& } |

&
} } } |

&
fr, T (t) exp(r[{^t&K({^)]) dt1 } } } dtk }
q
_dtk+1 } } } dtd|2 .
Standard Banach space theory shows that the preceding holds for some
q32, and the HausdorffYoung inequality thus implies the result.
4. UNIFORMITY OF DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION
APPROXIMATIONS
This section presents theorems demonstrating that the usual error
bounds on the double saddlepoint approximation hold uniformly. Two
theorems are presented: the first showing that under certain conditions sad-
dlepoint approximations to conditional distribution functions arising from
continuous distributions have an error term whose behavior is uniform,
and the second showing an analogous result for lattice distributions.
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that T is a random row vector with a moment
generating function as in (1). Define K({) as above. Suppose that the moment
condition (5), the tail condition (6), the integrability condition (7), and condi-
tion (8) hold. Then F(t1 | t&1)=F -(t1 | t&1)+,(- nw^1) E1(t)(n - n), for F -
defined in (2) and E1(t) bounded.
Proof. Uniformity for \^{^1 bounded away from zero is a trivial exten-
sion of the arguments of Jensen (1988). Restrict attention to \^{^1 near zero.
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This proof proceeds first by dividing the range of integration into two
parts, a part close to the origin and a part farther away. In order to achieve
uniformity, this distinction must be developed carefully. First, a boundary
for this region is derived that will ensure its being large enough so that the
contribution to the integral from outside the region near the origin con-
verges to zero geometrically. Second, the construction is also arranged so
that the region near the origin is small enough so that over this region the
real part of the moment generating function is positive, and its logarithm
may be computed.
If \^{^1c2 2, then from (9)
E1(t)n=,(- nw^1)
n(d&1)2
id (2?)d2
4 |K"&1({^)| 12
_\|
{^1+i
{^1&i
} } } |
{^d+i
{^d&i _
M({) exp(&{t)
M({^) exp(&{^t)&
n
{ 1{1= d{
&_M(0, *&1) exp(
1
2(\* *1&w^1)
2&*&1 t&1)
M({^) exp(&{^t) &
n
_{ 1*1 +
1
{^1
&
\*
w^1= d{+ , (19)
where 4=(n(2?))(d&1)2 [M({~ ) exp(&{~ t)]n is the saddlepoint approxima-
tion to the density of the conditioning distribution, and, as before, *=
({1&21 , {&1&2&1+C&1 B({1&21)).
It is shown that discarding those parts of he range of integration outside
of B({^, I, c2) results in an error uniformly geometrically small. The
integrand is bounded by ‘{1 , where
‘= :
n&1
j=0 }
M({) exp(&{t)
M({^) exp(&{^t) }
j
_}M(0, *&1) exp(&*&1 t&1)M({^) exp(&{^t) exp \
1
2
\*2 (*1&{$ 1)2+ +({1) }
n&1& j
_}M({) exp(&{t)M({^) exp(&{^t)&
M(0, *&1) exp(&*&1 t&1)
M({^) exp(&{^t)
_exp \12 \*2(*1&{$ 1)2+ +({1) } , (20)
with
+({1)n={ 1{1&21 +
1
{^1
&
\*
w^1= {1 .
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By Result 1 of Lemma 3.7, |1&+({1)|<786 - v3 \* |{1&{^1 |n. Hence by
Lemma 3.6 and Result 2 of Lemma 3.7,
‘n[6\^ |{1 | ’1+786 - v3 \* |{1 |n
+(1+786 - v3 \* |{1 |n) min(1, \* |{1 | )] exp(3c22 2)
_\}M({) exp(&{t)M({^) exp(&{^t) }
n
+(1+48 - v3 \* |{1 | )
_}M(0, *&1) exp(&*&1 t&1)M({^) exp(&{^t) exp \
1
2
\*2 ({1&{^1)2+}
n
+
n(6’1+2_786 - v3 +1) \^ |{1 | exp(3c22 2)
_\}M({) exp(&({) t)M({^) exp(&{^t) }
n
+(1+48 - v3 \* |{1 | )
_}M(0, *&1) exp(&*&1 t&1)M({^) exp(&{^t) exp \
1
2
\*2 ({1&{^1)2+}
n
+ ,
The integral of the second term is difficult to bound. Positive definiteness
of K"({^) implies that
2K"({^) 2T2[({^&{~ ) K"({^)({^&{~ )T+({^1&w^1 \*)2 \^2],
and - 2K"({^) 2T3\~ {^1 , by Results 1 and 3 of Lemma 3.5. Then G c2&2#
G - 5c2 - 6 , by Lemma 3.1, Part 2. Here G = G= & [{ # C
d | R({)={^] and
G = G= & [{ # Cd | R({)={~ ]. For {  G c2 , with R({)={^, (*&1&{~ &1)
T
K"&1({~ )(*&1&{~ &1)+(*1&{$ 1)2 \*25c226, and either
|(M(0, *&1) exp(&*&1 t&1))(M({~ ) exp(&{~ t))|0(5c22 12)
or exp((12) \*2(*1&{$ 1)2&(12) w^21)exp(&5c
2
2 24)0(5c
2
2 12). Hence
from (19),
E1(t)
n
=,(- n w^1)4
n(d&1)2
id (2?)d2 { |K"({^)| 12 \|G c2 _
M({) exp(&{t)
M({^) exp(&{^t)&
n d{
\*{1
&|
*&1 (G c2)
_M(0, {&1) exp((12)(\* {1&w^1)
2&{&1 t&1)
M({^) exp(&{^t) &
n
_{ 1\* {1 &
1
w^1
+
1
\* {^1= d{++E3= ,
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for
|E3 |n0 \5c
2
2
12 +
n&1&r
\|1+\1+48 2v3? + |2 +
_[6’1+2_786 - v3 +1] exp \32 c22+ .
Since fT&1 (t&1)=4[1+O(1n)], uniformly, the result follows if
|K"({^)| 12 nd2 {|G^ c2 _
M({) exp(&{t)
M({^) exp(&{^t)&
n d{
\* {1
&|
*&1 (G c2)
_M(0, {&1) exp(12(\* {1&w^1)
2&{&1 t&1)
M({^) exp(&{^t) &
n
_{ 1\* {1 +
1
\* {^1
&
1
w^1= d{==0(n&1).
Since for { # G c2 , * # G2 - 7 c2 - 6=[* | (*&1&{~ &1)
T K"&1({~ )(*&1&{~ &1)+
(*1&{$ 1)2 \*27c22 6]. Using Result 4 of Lemma 3.3, this requirement
may be reparameterized as
|K"&1({~ ) | 12
nd2
(2?)d2 _|w(G c2) exp {
n
2
(w&w^)T (w&w^)= 1{1(w1) }
{
w
(w) } dw
&|
w*(*&1 (G c2))
exp {n2 (w&w^)T (w&w^)=
_{ 1w1 +
1
\* {^1
&
1
w^1= }
{&1
w&1
(0, w&1)} dw&=O(n&1),
where w* is the same function as w, except that the first component of the
argument {1 is mapped to \*{1 . Now note that for each w&1, |({w)(w)|
{1(w1)&[1w1&1(\*{^1)+1w^1] |({&1w&1)(0, w&1)| is analytic over
[w1 | |{1(w1)|c2\*2], and hence so are its second derivatives. Hence
these derivatives attain their maximum modulus on [w1 | |{1(w1)|=c2\*2]
(Range, 1986). Kolassa (1997) calculates these derivatives. Using the
moment condition they can be bounded independently of {^, and so the
requirement becomes
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|K"&1({~ ) | 12
nd2
(2?)d2 _|w(G c2) exp {
n
2
(w&w^)T (w&w^)=
_{ 1w1 +
1
\*{^1
&
1
w^1= }
{&1
w&1
(0, w&1)} dw
&|
w*(*&1 (G c2))
exp {n2 (w&w^)T (w&w^)=
_{ 1w1 +
1
\* {^1
&
1
w^1= }
{&1
w&1
(0, w&1)} dw&=O(n&1); (21)
in fact, this step accounts for all of the error of size O(n&1). The remainder
will be shown to be geometrically small.
Next, the paths of integration in (21) will be straightened. Consider (21)
as an iterated integral, with the integration with respect to w1 performed
last; its integrand is exp((n2)(w1&w^1)2)w1 times the result of integrating
with respect to w2 , ..., wd . This result depends on w1 through the paths of
integration, and is uniformly bounded. By Lemma 3.5, Part 4, the path of
integration for w1 in both integrals above may be augmented by segments,
first along constant absolute values of w1&w^1 to the points where these
quantities are purely imaginary, and from there to w1&w^1=\i. Along
this path |w1 |c2 2, and so the error incurred is uniformly geometrically
small. Similarly, the remaining paths of integration can be extended to
wj&w^j=\ic2 , with an error that is uniformly geometrically small; the dif-
ference is exactly zero. K
A result for lattice random variables, which violate (6), will be presented
next. Here (4) will be calculated for t corrected for continuity. That is, if
the conditional distribution of T 1 on T 2, ..., Td has probability atoms it
takes on the values t10 and t
1
0+1 and has no probability atoms between
these, and if t10t
1<t10+1 then {^ satisfies K
(1)({^)=t1+ 12 and K
( j)({^)=t j
for j>1.
Theorem 4.2. Suppose that T is a random row vector confined to a
lattice of form a+Zd. Define K({) as above. Suppose that the moment
condition (5) holds, that the tail condition (6) holds over i(&?, ?)d, that the
integrability condition (7) holds with the range of integration replaced by
i(&?, ?)d, and that (8) holds. Then, for E1(t) bounded, F(t1 | t&1)=
F(t1 | t&1)+,(- n w^1) E1(t)(n - n), where F(t1 | t&1) is calculated as in
(4), with t corrected for continuity.
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Proof. This proof is exactly as above, with (11) replaced by
pn(t&1) Fn (t1 | t&1)=
nd&1
(2?i)d |
i?
&i?
} } } |
i?
&i?
[2 sinh({1 2)]&1
_M({)n exp(&n{t) d{ (22)
(Kolassa, 1997, Section 7.3). K
The next section addresses the error arising when these approximations
(2) and (4) are used to approximate probabilities of more complicated sets.
The final section will show that many common nonlinear regression models
satisfy the conditions of this and the next sections.
5. UNIFORMITY OF PROBABILITY APPROXIMATIONS
FOR ARBITRARY SETS
The theorems of the previous section demonstrate uniformity for the
double saddlepoint conditional distribution function approximation. These
results extend immediately to approximations to conditional probabilities
of intervals arising from differences in the distribution function approxima-
tion calculated at the end points of the interval, and hence to conditional
probability approximations for sets expressible as a union of intervals, as
long as the number of such intervals is bounded. This section addresses the
question of uniformity in the approximation of general measurable sets,
proceeds by showing that the natural approximation defined below differs
from the approximation defined by integrating the usual saddlepoint
approximation to the distribution of the signed root of the likelihood ratio
statistic by an amount uniformly of the proper order, and then argues that
this latter approximation has an error that is uniformly bounded. As in the
previous section, results are presented for both continuous and lattice
distributions.
Theorem 5.1. Assume the conditions of Theorem 4.1. Then for any
measurable set A/R, A dF (t
1 | t&1)=A dF
- (t1 | t&1)+E2(A)n, with E2(A)
bounded.
Proof. Divide a general A into two parts, that part near zero and
that part away from zero. Let t1+=inf[t
1 | {^1\~ >=] and let t1&=
sup[t1 | {^1\~ <&=]. Let {^+ and {^& be the corresponding saddlepoints. Let
w^+1 and w^
&
1 be the corresponding values from (15). Divide the set A into
two parts, A=, 1=A & [t1&, t
1
+], and A=, 2=A&A=, 1 .
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Differentiating (2) with respect to t1 and using Lemma 3.4 yields
,(- nw^1)(1+n&1 b({^1 , {~ )) - n \*&1, where b({^1 , {~ )=&z$ 1w^&31 +(dz$ 1dw^1)
z$ &11 w^
&1
1 = &z$ 1 w^
&3
1 + (d log(z$ 1 w^1)dw^1) w^
&
1 + w^
&2
1 . Lemma 3.4 shows
that |b({^1 , {~ )|  2 exp( 18 [(d(d + v3) + $)w^
2
1 + - v3 $])w^&21 + 12 - v3 w^&11 +
1
4d(d+v3), and
|\*&1b({^1 , {~ ) dt1dw^1 |2 exp( 14 [(d(d+v3)+$) w^
2
1+- v3 $]) w^&21
+ 12 - v3 w^&11 + 14 d(d+v3),
and hence the contribution to the integral of b({^1 , {~ ) over A=, 2 is uniformly
exponentially small. Furthermore, since b({1 , {~ ) is analytic in {1 over |{1 |
max( |{^+1 |, |{^
&
1 |), the maximum of b({^1 , {~ ) for {^1 yielding t1 # A=, 1
is bounded by the value of b({1 , {~ ) for |{1 |=max( |{^+1 |, |{^
&
1 | ). As the
arguments of Lemma 3.4 did not require {^1 # R, the contribution to the
integral of b({^1 , {~ ) over A=, 2 is uniformly of size O(1n).
Hence the proof is completed if
|
A
dF(t1 | t&1)=\*&1 - n |
w^1(A)
,(- nw^1) dw^1+O(1n).
This can be demonstrated using the same methods as in Theorem 4.1. An
integral representation for the error involved in the density approximation
for a fixed value of t1 is created, analogously to (19). The integrand is
bounded by ‘, without the denominator {1 , for ‘ as in (20), with +=1.
Bounding this simpler integral proceeds as before. K
Theorem 5.2. Assume the conditions of Theorem 4.2. Then for any
measurable set A/R, A dF(t
1 | t&1)=A dF
- (t1 | t&1)+E2(A)n, with E2(t)
bounded.
Proof. This proof is exactly as above, with (11) replaced by (22). K
The following section will demonstrate that the theorems of this and the
previous section apply to conditional probabilities arising from many com-
mon nonlinear regression models.
6. APPLICATIONS TO REGRESSION MODELS
Lemma 6.1. Suppose that X is a random vector of independent com-
ponents, taking values in R p, such that each component has moment generating
function MXj (!j) defined for !j with R(!j) # Xj as in (1), and such that each
component satisfies the moment condition (5), the tail condition (6), the
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integrability condition (7), and the variance condition (8). Then X satisfies (5),
(6), (7), and (8), with its moment generating function defined on the set
X=6j Xj .
Proof. This follows immediately on noting that K"({) is now
diagonal. K
Lemma 6.2. Suppose that X is a random vector taking values in R p,
satisfying (5), (6), (7), and (8), with moment generating function MX (!) and
cumulant generating function KX (!). Suppose that Z is a full-rank matrix such
that ZT X is defined. Then the random vector T=ZT X also satisfies (5), (6),
(7), and (8), with its moment generating function defined on the set
T=[{ | {ZT # X].
Proof. In order to show that (5) and (6) hold for T, is suffices to show
that vT ZT [K"X ({^ZT)]&1 ZvvT [ZT K"X ({^ZT) Z]&1 v for all v # Rd.
Choose Z= with orthogonal columns so that Z=T K"X({^ZT) Z=o. Let
U=(Z=, Z). Then
vT (K"X ({^ZT))&1 v
=vT U \[Z
=T K"X ({^ZT) Z=]&1
o
o
[ZT K"X ({^ZT) Z]&1+ UT v
vT Z[Z=T K"X ({^ZT) Z=]&1 ZT v.
Condition (7) follows from Lemma 3.8. In order to show that (8) holds
for T, note that
&ZZT&2 wT (ZT K"X ({^ZT) Z)w
=wT ZT K"X ({^ZT)(K"X ({^ZT))&1 K"X ({^ZT) Zw &ZZT&2
for all w # Rd. Hence
&ZZT&2 wT (ZT K"X ({^ZT)Z)w
wT ZT K"X ({^ZT) ZZT (K"X ({^ZT))&1 ZZT K"X ({^ZT) Zw.
Since any v # Rd can be expressed as V=ZT K"X ({^ZT)Zw,
&ZZT&2 vT (ZT K"X ({^ZT) Z)&1 vvT ZT (K"X ({^ZT))&1 Zv \v # Rd.
Hence (8) holds for T. K
Lemma 6.3. Classes of distributions IIV considered by Daniels (1954)
and Jensen (1988) satisfy these four conditions. These classes are characterized
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by how the tails of the densities behave as the ordinate goes to limiting values.
Consider a distribution defined on (&x1 , x2) and examine behavior as the
ordinate approaches x2 . In the first three examples x2=.
1. Gamma: f (x)tAx:&1 exp(&cx) where :>0, c>0.
2. f (x)tA exp(x:&cx); >0, c>0, 0<:<1.
3. Stable laws: f (x)tA exp(&x:); >0, :>1.
4. Beta: f (x)tA(x2&x):&1 on (&x1 , x2); :>0.
Proof. Only (8) remains unexamined. The result for class I follows from
(3.3) of Jensen (1988), the result for class II holds using the third displayed
equation of p. 643 of Daniels (1954), and the result for classes III and IV
follows since the domain of the cumulant generating function is unbounded.
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